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Tuscan Tan spray on tan solution
mimics naturally tanned skin
tones with 100% accuracy as it
contains Violet-Tone Complex
™ - Exclusive to Tuscan Tan.
Violet-Tone Complex™ consists
of six colourants formulated to
counteract the yellow / orange
undertones commonly seen in
alternative DHA based spray tan
brands. This unique combination
of violet based colourants
produce an instant natural tan
shade when sprayed on the skin,
and further creates a natural
protective layer which is nonsticky, smudge proof and water
resistant.
The solution adapts to any skin type as it picks up and adopts the skin's individual darker tones, whilst
deepening the colour of it's lighter variations to produce the most authentic looking tan in any shade
desired, from lightly sun-kissed through to the darkest of tans. Better still, the spray on tan dries instantly on
application, is completely odourless once developed, and lasts up to ten days before gradually and evenly
fading.

Skin Care
The Tuscan Tan™ range of skin care products are formulated to correctly prepare the
skin prior to the spray on tan application and to maintain the tan afterwards.
Heavenly scented with a blend of caramel, coconut and vanilla, all Tuscan Tan™ skin care products are
fortified with a superior blend of ingredients renowned for their moisturising, soothing and antioxidant
properties.
Tuscan Tan™ Exfoliating Sugar Scrub is vital in preparing the outermost cells of the
skin to be most receptive to the solution during the spray on tan application, and ensure
that the tan fades evenly.

Tuscan Tan™ pH Balanced Skin Wash is formulated to restore the pH balance of the
skin to normal levels whilst cleansing the skin.

Tuscan Tan™ Tinted Tan Extender lotion is a light yet superbly effective hydrating body
lotion which contains Tuscan Tan's very own instant bronzing tint together with a subtle
pearl shimmer to keep your spray on tan looking its best.

After 5 Spray Tans
Receive the 6th FREE

